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Dungeons and dragons character sheet example

Play Dungeons and Dragons, if you don't run the game and thus play the role of Dungeon Master, you're probably playing a character. This character is your avatar in the game world, in the same way that the character you play in a video game represents you and your choices without actually being you. But since D&amp;D has its roots
in tabletop play (even if you play it in Discord with a cube bot because your players all live in another part of the world oh hey how does this link to our D&amp;D stream come here) you need a place to keep track of the things your character can actually do – the magic and abilities and skills and equipment And as statistics make Grogt's,
the Bloodbather is different and different from Floriathar, chosen by the dawn. That's what a character sheet is. D&amp;D is hardly unique in having them, and they all tend to a certain kind of organization – the most common, most commonly needed information is listed up front, with additional pages available if you really need to write
your entire character's back story and every single item in their inventory down somewhere. We will review the basics of a character sheet and talk about what they give and where. The default character sheet 5e is organized with some important but basic information at the top of the page. Your character's name, race, class, level, and
who plays this character can all be found here, along with customization (your character's ethical and moral outlook) and experience points. Experience Points or XP tells you how close you are to your next level — if you have experience with almost all CRPG, you should be familiar with the concept. Down the left side of the page are the
six primary statistics that define your character, also called attribute or ability scores: Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom and Charisma. The stat block is set up to give both your score and the bonus that is specified gives you – for example, if you have a 17 Strength Score, this number will appear in the field, while the
circle to the bottom of this box will be where you place the +3 bonus a 17 Strength Grant. To the right of Stat Block are other important attributes – Inspiration bonus that can be granted by DM or by a player Bard, the proficiency bonus that you get as you level up, the six saving throws based on your stats from strength to charisma. Each
class will have two saving throws that they have skills in, allowing them to add their Skill Bonus to these saves. For example, fighters have strength and conspirators as they save they add their skill bonus to. Under Saves, you'll find your skills, from acrobatics to survival. Each skill is attached to a State, so acrobatics are linked to your
dexterity. If you are not proficient in a skill, simply add what your Bonus is good or bad, so your 8 Intelligence Fighter may not be the best person to scroll to do a story check with that -1 to the scroll. Skills you are skilled in will get your skill bonus, which means they will improve as you level up. Finally, your passive perception (what you
can feel without making a roll to see if you notice it) and other skills you may have (like language you speak, musical instruments you play, and so on) are listed at the bottom of this column. The middle of the sheet is devoted to battle, with your character's Armor Class (how hard it is to hit them - think of the AC as a target, So that a 17 AC
means that someone needs a 17 or higher on a D20, after bonuses, to make this attack hurt you), Initiative (how likely you are to go first into battle – the higher your initiative score, the more of a bonus you get when rolling to see when you get to attack during combat) and Speed, or how far you can move in a single round. Below this, the
section describes Hit Points (AC determines whether you get hit, HP determines how many hits you can take), Death Saves (when you get hit more than you can take, Death Saves determine if you're mostly dead or all dead) and finally your most common attacks and spells. After all, it's how you do the same to your enemies. Equipment
is below this so you can choose between that Greatsword and Maul you picked up last week. Finally, the far right of the character sheet is a kind of grab-behind section - it's here your character's personality, ideals and every class features and racial traits that are important ends. Your Mountain dwarf resistance to poison attacks and
Stonecunning's ability would go there, for example. It's important to note that this is a basic character sheet — if you're playing a guide, you'll have at least one more page for your spellbook. Okay, so it tells you the basics of how to use a character sheet. But how do you get one? You can buy one. Wizards of the Coast sells a set of these
character sheets, but they also give them away if you are willing to download and print them yourself. And if you want to go full digital, D&amp;D Beyond will not only provide you with the services needed to have an online character sheet, they will help you do the work of making it make sense. They're not the only character builder in
town, either - both Orcpub and Roll20 have character creation/sheet options, and Roll20 isn't just limited to D&amp;D, either. So don't let yourself be intimidated by the character sheet – it's just here to help you play your character. Hey there! This website contains affiliate links. If you buy something through this page, cats and dice can
earn a portion of the sale from the link. Learn more. Dungeons and Dragons is a fantastic role-playing game of imagination, filled with imagination and lucky Rolls. It may feel like a lot to start playing Dungeons and Dragons, but you need surprisingly little knowledge to start. You can even play on a budget. But if you only learn one thing
before playing a game, then do it to read a D&amp;D character sheet. Reading a D&amp;D character sheet can feel like a lot, and that's true in the first place. Soon, however, you will see how everything connects and you will find a flow to it. Make sure you have the materials described in the next section. Then get ready for this complete
guide to reading a D&amp;D charactersheet. What You Need to Read A D&amp;D Character Sheet Great News! You can learn how to read a D&amp;D charactersheet for $0. Wizards of the Coast, the company that owns and publishes Dungeons and Dragons, has great free resources for you. Other websites offer free and cheap tools to
help you play, too.  First, let's start with the character sheet itself. For this guide, we use one of the character sheets from the D&amp;D Starter Set. (If you want to invest a little in your gameplay, it really gets you a good bang for your buck. I highly recommend it.) In order to read this now, go ahead and find the wizard character sheet on
page 7 of their free document. You can print this if you want, or view it on your device.  Let's get a set of rules going. Another D&amp;D investment I highly recommend is a copy of the player's handbook. It's probably the most important $30 you'll ever spend for D&amp;D. The basic rules will give you what you need to start out (and to read
this post), but you will have the player's manual after more than one or two games. Again, if you don't have it, download the basic rules now. You can find a blank character sheet on page 177 of this PDF file, if you would like to see that also As a quick note, if you have some experience of reading a D&amp;D character sheet and it doesn't
look like the one above, it may come from another source. Lots of community creators have created beautiful and unique D&amp;D character sheets. Or you may have seen a printout from D&amp;D Beyond, a popular and easy-to-use character-creation tool. For now, let's stick to an official sheet of continuity.  If you have printed the
character sheet and/or rules, you may also want a pencil when we review this sheet to take notes. It's entirely up to you! Throughout this guide, some words are bold. These are D&amp;D expressions that can be found in the index in the player's handbook to easily learn more about them. Read a D&amp;D charactersheet section Let's
explain the paragraphs in a D&amp;D charactersheet before going into the depths. You will see seven basic parts of a character sheet. Basic information at the top. Ability Scores on the left.Combat information in the center. Functions and drag to the right. Skills, language and equipment at the bottom. Backstory information on page
2.Stake on page 3. Free PDF of Starter Set characters does not include spell sheets, so you will either want to look to the rules for it or have a copy of Starter Set with you. With that, let's check out each of these parts of the character sheet. They are ordered about by how important they are and how often you will use them. Your
Character's Elevator pitch The information you fill in at the top – your name, your class, race, etc. Players often agonize over it, though. Why? Because it sets the stage for the rest of your character. Many players and Dungeon Masters, or DMs, create character names using the Fantasy Name Generator. If you have a locked and loaded
that works too. Your level and experience points are also easy; your DM will tell you what they are. And hopefully you have your own player name covered! As for class and race options, this is where you should pull out of the player's manual or the basic rules. Although the rules present race choices first, many experienced players will
choose a class first and then choose a race to help them maximize their class. As a new player, you'll probably have the funniest thing by just choosing what speaks to you.  Background selection information is also included in the rules. Like your character's race, your background will help give flavor to your role-playing game during the
game. It will also give you extra skills in addition to your class. Finally, your adaptation helps make choices like your character. Are they good, bad, or are they in charge at the moment? Do they follow the law or a strict moral code, or do they make choices based on their love of chaos? This will help you make in-game choices. Building a
character is an entire article for a second time, but the rule book will give you a lot of information. An experienced DM can also help.  Although this article isn't about building your character, the information in this section determines all the other information on the sheet, so you'll want to understand your character.  Let's see how it works on
the predefined Starter Set wizard shape. Note that this wizard does not have a name, but you can see their class, level, race, background and alignment. We'll see how some of this information comes into play later.  Wizards of the Coast Wizards of the Coast Most of your focus during the game will go to this part of your D&amp;D
character sheet. All your rolls outside of battle will use numbers found over here, so let's talk about how to read it.  First you have the six main skill scores and what they generally show about your character. Strength: How easily your character can lift or push heavy stuff. Dexterity: how fast or deftly your character can move. Constitution:
your character's ability to fight poison, disease or other inside the body. Intelligence: the level of booksmarts your character has or what kind of information your character has learned. Wisdom: your character's street smarts, or how easily they can intuit information. Charisma: the strength of your character's personality. There are two
numbers in these boxes. The higher value number without a plus or minus sign is your total score. You don't really have to look at that number when you're playing. That's why it's often in the smaller bubble. It exists to decide the second number instead, look at the number with plus or minus characters. It's your modifier. You will add this
number to your scrolls when your DM tells you to. The bigger the modifier, the better you are at this skill.  for example, this wizard has an intelligence of 16, giving them a +3 modifier. They are considered a smart character. Their charisma is only 8, though, giving them a -1 to their modifier. There is a diagram in the player's manual that
explains the math at stake here. Subsections all numbers to the right of these are decided by the main modifiers. They are what I like to call subskills, based on these six main skills. An official character sheet will divide into parentheses, which skills are based on which. Persuasion, for example, is based on charisma noted by (Cha) next to
skill.  Saving throws over it, you will see a section called Saving Throws. Like the subskills, these will match your modifiers on the left side unless you are skilled in any of them. Then you want to add your skill bonus. Other modifiers Then there are two rooms above all modifiers. The skill bonus is determined by the level of your character.
At level 1 you have a skill bonus of +2. Inspiration, on the other hand, is something earned in the game by a Bard or DM. It doesn't come up often, so be sure to ask your DM when it does. Down here you also see something called Passive Wisdom. Some other character sheets may also include Insight and Survey as passive scores.
These are more or less for your DM. They are a way to help your DM determine if you would be able to notice something without asking you to scroll for it. This can allow players to stay in history more and think of the game less as a game.  So for the character sheet wizard you can see the modifiers in the example on the right. Pay
attention to the smaller modifiers and how some of the bubbles are filled. These are the subskills this character is skilled in. This character gets to add their skills bonus to these reels. The character sheet has already added it to the number. Religion, for example, is +5 because the character has a +3 in Intelligence. Then they add a +2 for
skills.  You want to fight it? Next, we have the second most important when you read a D&amp;D charactersheet that focuses on combat. At the top you can see three smaller boxes for Armor Class (AC), Initiative and Speed or movement. Wizards of the Coast Your AC determines how hard you are to hit. The faster you are (decided
through Dexterity) or the more armor you have on, the higher your AC will be. Your initiative determines when your tour is in combat. It fits your Dexterity modifier. Like other modifiers, you will add this number to a dice roll when it's time to join the fight. Your speed determines how far you can go in a ride during combat. How combat works
is another article. Below, there are your Hit Points, or HP. Every time you get hit, you'll lose some of these. Hit Point Maximum at the top will remind you of all the hit points you are capable of, no matter how many you lose. If your current HP ever gets to 0, your character is unconscious and could die. Temporary hit points are added using
different spells and effects. Your DM or another player will let you know when to add a number here. Wizards of the coast now, let's come to healing and dying. In this left box, you will see Hit Dice. Hit Dice lets you restore some of your HP when you take a short break in the game (about an hour in the game). As you rest, you'll have Hit
Dice equal to your character's level, so that a level 1 character has one, while a level 12 character has 12 to use. The type of door is determined by your class. You regain them after full rest or a good night's sleep. You can see on the guide here that they have 1d6 for their Hit Dice. That means they can roll 1d6 during a short rest to regain
as many hit points, up to 8. So if the wizard was down to 2 HP and rolled a 4 on a d6, they would be back up to 6 HP. As for the death savings throws, we all hope we'll never have to do these. But adventure is dangerous and it's likely you will. When your character reaches 0 hit points, at the beginning of your tour, you will instead make a
Death Save with a D20. They work like this: Roll a 10 or more and you succeed once. Scroll a 9 or less and you fail once. If you scroll a 1 and you automatically fail twice. If you roll a 20 and you automatically regain 1 HP. After having been successful three times while unconscious, you become stable. But if you roll three errors while
unconscious, your character is permanently dead (apart from powerful magic). Attack &amp; Spellcasting Wizards of the Coast For something more exciting, the Attack &amp; Magic Thing section helps you kill some villains before they kill you. The weapon you have and the spells you can throw (more on both of these later) will decide
what you can use to fight and how much damage it will do. The modifier for your character's weapon will either come from strength or and will often add the skill bonus. The Wizard's shortsword, f. f. have a +4 modifier for the attack and gives 1d6+2 damage to a hit. The damage is always the same for the weapon. The modifier for this
weapon comes from the wizard's dexterity modifier plus their skill bonus. In terms of magic, keep reading for It's All So Magical below. Spellcasting works in the same way as gun attacks, which is why it is noted here. However, the exact numbers you need are on another page. So a standard tour will look something like this while reading a
D&amp;D character sheet: You roll for Initiative and roll higher than what you're fighting, so you're going to go first. On your turn, you move your movement to get within the melee of being (next to it) to fight it. You use your weapon, and with the Attack Bonus modifier, you hit because the number is higher than the creature's Armor Class.
You then roll the damage to the weapon to find out how much the HP animal is losing. On the animal's turn, it also rolls to attack you. It rolls higher than your AC, so it hits you. You lose 2 HP, so you mark it on your sheet.  A fight can look very different. This is just a short example to show you how you would use your character sheet in
battle.  All you can do, I can do better if you've made it this far, you have the vast majority of what you need to read a D&amp;D character sheet explained. However, the Tools and Properties section is an important addition. Here you will find extra abilities your character has thanks to their class and race.  What things will you find here?
Generally take a look at this section if your DM asks you about: Bonus Actions (during combat) DarkvisionFeats Class-specific language Basically, if you want to see if your character is extra capable of a certain skill because of their class, race, size or background in ways others might not be, check here. You can see that the character
sheet from Wizards of the Coast is very extensive, making it a great place to start.  If you're looking for something that's not here that you think should be, check out Other Proficiencies and languages at the bottom left. Here you'll find languages you know, weapons and armor you can easily use, and other tools you know how to use.  The
main difference between this box versus Features and Traits is that these do not require full sentence explanations. Instead, it will be things you can simply list. I love your Chainmail! Guides of the coast At the bottom of a standard drawing sheet, see The Equipment section. This is mostly used to see how much money you have on hand,
designated by copper, silver, gold and platinum. (Electrum is there too, but that's kind of the equivalent of a $2 bill. It's so rarely used, it's hardly worth having.) Each section is noted by the initials of the metal, starting with copper CP for copper piece. The guide here starts out with 5 gold pieces, or GP. How much money your character
starts with is largely determined by their backstory. A noble, for example, would have far more money than a hermit. Otherwise, here you will find other equipment you are wearing. This is different from other objects and treasure you have which go in the Treasure part of page two. This distinction is important for several reasons: Armor
only helps you AC in battle if you wear it. Magical objects only work if you are attuned to them. (The item description tells you if you need attunement. The rules will tell you what that means.) You can only attack with equipped weapons. Oftentimes, you will also find adventure equipment here, things like tinder boxes and bed rolls. This
mostly matters for accounting weight. This means that your character can only carry so much before they become encumbered by both matches and travel. Different DMs handle the weight differently, so talk to yours about what information to go here. What about my tragic backstory? Now some new players have a little difficulty coming
up with a backstory or maybe even understanding its purpose. Most backstory information (different from background) goes on page two, especially in the Character Bagestory section. But the section at the top right of the first page of your sheet will help you determine and/or remember your back story. These traits won't necessarily come
up as specific calls to action, but they will help you decide what choices your character would make at the moment. So if your character, for example, values honesty and honor above all else, they are not likely to try to lie to a character in most situations. In other words, you can use this section to narrow down the choices for your
character. This helps if you feel overwhelmed with options or if you want your character to offer something unique from the rest of the party. There are generators that will help you come up with personality traits for your character and flesh out your backstory. Many DMs also offer a Session 0 for character creation. There you can discuss
various backstory options for answering questions like where you are from and which you may already know in the game. It's all so magical If you decide not to play a spellcaster, like a Barbarian, you're pretty much done! However, most players will play a spellcaster at least once. So you need to know how to read the spellcasting part of a
character sheet. This page, which is often found on page 3, can be customized very depending on your class. Let's start at the top. First you will put in your class just as a reminder. (When you get to level 3 or higher, you can also add your subclass.) Then add your spelling skills, which are the skills your class uses to cast You will add
your magic save DC, which is the number your opponent needs to roll over if they want to withstand the effects of one of your spells. Finally, add your spelling attack bonus, which only serves as a weapon bonus for spells. The class section of the rules tells you how to fill out all of this. What spells you have available to you, and where you
can put them, depends on your class, but each class will read this sheet in the same way. Each spell has a level listed next to the spell in the rules. When you equip a magic, you will list it below that level. Cantrips are considered level 0 magic and will go there. Many classes will list all the spells available to them, but not all spells are
available every day. To make a spell available in a game day, you'll check the bubble next to it to prepare spells. To make this even easier to follow and build out, you can invest in some spellbook cards for your character's class. When playing, select each level magic with how many spelling slots you have for this level, determined by your
class and character level. Each time you use a spell then, note that you have used a magic slot and mark the level you used it at. This is reset after a long pause. The higher your level, the more this will fill. At level 1, you will only have cantrips and level 1 section filled in at most, which will help you ease into things. Build a D&amp;D
charactersheet or Buy One? This is a lot of information to take in, especially if you are a new player. Fear not! No one expects you to remember all this right away, or even after a long time. Experienced players constantly revise their character sheets and what each part means. So this leads to another question, then. Do you want to build
a character even with Chapter 1 of the player's handbook, or do you just want to use a premade one? There are pros and cons to each. Building your character sheet out yourself gives you a comprehensive understanding of your character and their skills. But it can take time. The player's handbook helps a lot, but a predefined character
takes less time and allows you to focus on other rules. You won't be as familiar with your character, though. Some DMs want their players to build characters in a certain way. They can use the standard rules in Chapter 1 of the player's manual by scrolling for skill scores. Or they can use standard array or point buying methods. Be sure to
ask your DM if they have a preference. As a personal recommendation, if your DM has no preference, I suggest that new players start with the D&amp;D Beyond quick build feature. Or use an official character of Wizards of the Coast like the one used in the examples above. Use quick build if you have a of which class, race and
background you want to play. Or choose a one pre-made character if you have no sense of that at all and want to just try the game out.  In other words, if you don't have a strong feeling about the character you're playing, there's no need to add it to yourself. Just focus on getting the basics down in the meantime.  The end is the beginning
if you made it to the end, congratulations! You now have what you need to know about reading a D&amp;D character sheet explained. Be sure to bookmark this page to come back and refer it as needed because we could all use a reminder.  Once you have your character, you will also want to bookmark the relevant pages of the rules of
that character and/or note the pages needed on your character sheet. You can do this according to the rule set that you have. So if you're using the player's handbook, you can list (PHB p. X) next to each spell you've set to remind you where the spell is and how it works, such as how it works. Everything on your character sheet is meant
to help you play the game better. So go play! And for the more auditory students, here's a loaded but hilarious video that explains it all from the great Crap Guide to D&amp;D.  What questions do you want explained about reading a D&amp;D character sheet or creating a D&amp;D character? Hello there! My name is Kristen Seikaly. I am
a game writer, a Dungeon Master, and like you, I love tabletop games. Visit our About page to learn more about me. I wrote this Cats and Dice article to help you enjoy gaming even more. Did it help? If so, our kitties (and our website) would be grateful for a small gift through Ko-Fi. Ko-Fi.
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